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Message from the Chairperson’s Desk 

Regards ,

Swetha Reddy Chappidi

Dear Canary family,

I hope this message finds you in good health and 
happiness.It gives us immense joy in releasing the 
Newsletter featuring the school events and Canarians 
experience in the last 2 months.  The last two months 
have been eventful with rigorous classroom transactions, 
assessments, festive celebrations ,Inter-school 
Competitions, language enhancement activities and 
many more beyond the classroom activities across all the 
wings. In-addition , We are happy to share the new ICT 
Lab inauguration in the Kaizen block. This establishment 
is in our efforts to enhance the technology support for 
our Canarians. 

Moving ahead, We are prioritizing Discipline and Value education through Habit 
formation by fostering essential habits and inculcating values embedded in 
teaching-learning practices. We firmly believe that these habits and values, when 
established early, will act as the building blocks of successful life. We encourage active 
participation from parents in this process.Our Counsellors and teachers are doing their 
best in setting the best practices and standards for our Canarians.Together, we can 
strive for providing a conducive and safe environment for our Canarians to thrive.

It's not just about academics but about nurturing well-rounded individuals who are 
equipped with values and discipline necessary to navigate the complexities of the 
world.Let us embark on this journey together, taking conscious yet consistent steps in 
shaping their healthy routine and happy learning times.

Wishing you all  Happy Holidays and great bonding time with your children!
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Message from the Principal’s Desk 

Warm Regards ,

Lydia Christina,

Principal.

Dear Parents,

We are truly excited to share with you the achievements for the months of August to October. Firstly, I 

would  take this opportunity to congratulate the fraternity of Canary The School for being the reason 

of receiving an award by the Education World Grand Jury School Awards 2023-24. It’s a proud moment 

to all of us to be ranked as the 2nd in Telangana and 8th in All India under the category of SDG 

committed schools. Your continuous support is highly appreciated in achieving this. 

During this tenure Canarians participated in inter-house, inter-school, 

district, state and national level competitions. The accomplishments 

for art, music, dance, drama, sports and games were numerous and 

impressive. Most of our Canarians won various medals in all the 

events. Our Canarians were engaged in a range of activities that 

focused on SDG goals. 

The right attitude and having gratitude matters. Our Canarians paid 

tribute to their teachers for their untiring efforts on Teachers’ day. 

They have also expressed their love and gratitude towards their 

grandparents during the Grandparents day. 
At Canary The School, safety and well-being are the paramount of importance. We have conducted 

the fire-drill. We conducted a medical camp for the entire school. Our student counsellors educated 

Canarians on the topics like anti-bullying, mental well-being, good touch and bad touch so that, they 

are aware and would be able to handle situations and challenges in real life.

The Term-I assessments were successfully conducted and Canarians demonstrated their 

commitment towards academic excellence. Our team of teachers are assessing their progress and 

will be sharing the report during our upcoming Parent-Teacher Meeting.

Wishing you all a Happy Dussehra!!
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Message from the SLT Team 

Dear Parents,
Warm greetings from Canary The School!

At Canary, our commitment to holistic education extends beyond the traditional classroom
setting, and we firmly believe that active participation in a wide range of activities and hands on
experiences plays a pivotal role in shaping our Canarians into well-rounded individuals, future
leaders and responsible citizens.

I am delighted to share that over the past month our 
Canarians have engaged in a myriad of activities that have not 
only nurtured their talents but have also instilled essential 
values. These experiences go beyond textbooks equipping 
them with the skills and knowledge they need to
excel in the world beyond school. They have immersed 
themselves in various hands-on experiences, from science 
experiments to creative projects, competitions and 
inter-school activities.
 They have not only grasped complex concepts but have also 
developed critical problem-solving skills. These experiences 
are a testament to our commitment to fostering a passion for 
learning and curiosity that will serve our students well in the 
future.

In the pursuit of academic excellence, we never lose sight of the importance of character
development. Our Canarians are actively engaged in discussions and deliberations that promote
values such as empathy, integrity and compassion. These values are not just taught but they are
practiced, shaping our students into ethical and principled individuals. Our aim is to nurture not
only well-educated individuals but also responsible global citizens and leaders. Our Canarians
are gaining a deep understanding of their roles in society and the world. They are learning to
lead with empathy, tackle complex issues and drive positive change.
Your continued support is invaluable in this endeavor, and we look forward to celebrating their
growth and accomplishments together. Thank you for entrusting us with the education and
development of your ward. Together, we are shaping the next generation of citizens and
leaders.
Warm regards,
Dr. Emmadi Naveen Kumar,
Head Senior School,

Canary The School.
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Events @ CANARY

Independence Day:

Independence Day: 

On the 15th of August,  when the people of India, joyously marked our 77th Independence 

Day, we Canarians, joined in with equal enthusiasm to honour the courageous freedom 

fighters who selflessly gave everything for the cause. Our esteemed chairperson, 

Mrs. Swetha Reddy, graced the event as the chief guest. Notably, our school leaders were 

also integral participants in this momentous ceremony.

The festivities commence with the unfurling of the national flag, followed by an impressive 

march past that spanned the entire grounds. A vibrant display of dance and patriotic song 

performances by the four school houses filled the atmosphere. Delectable snacks were 

provided, ensuring that everyone would relish the moment.
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EY Independence Day celebrations on 14th August::

On August 14th, the young Canarians in our Early Years 

program commemorated Independence Day, proudly 

displaying their patriotic enthusiasm. Their melodious 

tunes expressed their love for the country bringing joy and 

pride to all present.

They donned attire representing various Indian states and 

took part in dance performances that showcased India's 

abundant cultural heritage. The march past by our little 

patriots was the striking feature of the celebrations. They 

instilled a sense of pride, patriotism and responsibility in all  

Canarians and teachers, ensuring that the legacy of 

freedom lives on for the generations to come.

The speeches delivered by Mrs. Shwetha and Mrs. Lydia served as poignant reminders that 

independence is intertwined with duties and obligations. As the celebrations drew to a close, 

a strong sense of patriotism and pride for our nation was instilled in all who attended.

~Written by Yashvi Pandya 5 - A
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PTM : 

Parent-teacher meetings are a vital tool for nurturing a child's educational and personal 

growth. On this day, Canarian parents and teachers engaged in constructive conversations 

about the academic advancement, conduct, and holistic growth of the students. This 

platform facilitated transparent communication, nurturing a more robust collaboration 

between parents and educators, leading to a positive impact on the students' educational 

experience.

Friendship Day :

Through the theme "Who we are," grade 2 students developed 

a meaningful understanding of “Friendship.” They 

participated in a variety of activities, including crafting 

friendship bracelets, building mental maps, discussing the 

qualities they admire in friends, and expressing their 

thoughts through talk shows. This enabled them to 

acknowledge the significant role that friends play in their 

lives and gained insight into how friendship contributes to 

their holistic growth, emphasizing attributes such as caring, 

open-mindedness, and being good communicators when 

addressing conflicts and challenges that may arise in 

friendships. These skills promote a positive and supportive 

environment within the class.
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World Photography Day:

World Photography Day is observed on August 19th every year to celebrate the art, science, 

and history of photography. At Canary The School, a Photography Workshop for Grades 8-11 

was organized to commemorate the day. The resource person, Mr. Bunny from VR Media, 

briefed the students about the importance of ISO, shutter speed, and aperture, along with 

white balance - an important aspect in influencing the look of any image. The Canarians 

could reflect on the fact that a good photograph can speak volumes and touch the hearts of 

millions.
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Chandrayaan 3 - A proud achievement for India:

As the countdown for Chandrayaan 3's landing began, Canarians felt immense excitement. 

Students and space enthusiasts of all ages were eagerly watching. The tension was palpable as 

the spacecraft descended to the moon's surface. Students were not just spectators; they were 

part of the mission, making it an educational spectacle that inspired future scientists, engineers, 

and explorers.

National Sports Day :

On August 28th, Canary celebrated National Sports Day with great enthusiasm and sportsmanship, 

honoring Major Dhyan Chand's birth anniversary. He is remembered not only for his exceptional 

prowess on the field but also for his contribution to the world of sports. The event showcased 

various sports to highlight their importance in life. Principal Ms. Lydia stressed the role of sports in 

building character, teamwork, and discipline. Students were motivated to embrace sports for a 

healthy lifestyle.
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Telugu Diwas : 

Telugu Diwas, celebrated on August 29, 2023, at Canary The School, was a vibrant celebration of the 

Telugu language and culture. Students and teachers united in enthusiasm to honor this day with 

Telugu poems and speeches on its significance. The event showcased the school's dedication to 

fostering linguistic diversity and cultural appreciation.

Onam : 

At our school, we celebrated Onam, Kerala's harvest festival, with joy and unity. Students from 

diverse backgrounds came together to embrace Kerala's rich culture. Beautiful flower carpets 

called pookalams decorated the school, and students dressed in traditional Kerala attire 

performed the graceful Thiruvathirakali and Kaikottikali dances, showcasing cultural diversity.
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Raksha Bandhan:

Canary educators and staff celebrated Raksha Bandhan, an Indian festival symbolizing 
sibling love and protection. This tradition helps build strong bonds, trust, and a sense of 
belonging among educators and their community.

Dear Week : 

The DEAR program ignited a love for reading in our EY and PYP Canarians. With zeal, they 
embraced books, setting tasks aside. The initiative's success was evident in every child's active 
participation and genuine interest in reading. They eagerly chronicled their literary adventures in 
dedicated journals, expressing fondness for beloved characters.
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Celebrations - Teachers Day 

Teacher's Day was celebrated in a great way. Canarians paid tribute to all the teachers and 

expressed their gratitude and love by performing dances, singing songs, writing cards, and 

more. Teachers were very happy and proud for choosing the noble profession.
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Celebrations - Ganesh Chaturthi 

This Ganesh Chaturthi, our Canarians showcased their creative skills by crafting beautiful Ganesha 

idols using natural clay. They eagerly got their hands dirty, molding the clay into intricate shapes, 

bringing their Ganesha creations to life, and understanding the importance of celebrating festivals in 

an environmentally friendly way. They also learned the significance of Lord Ganesha through an 

assembly led by PP2D.
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JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATIONS  :

The Canary Janmashtami event was a dazzling showcase of creativity and culture. Adorned in 

elaborate costumes, young Krishnas and Radhas shone with intricate headgear and sparkling jewelry. 

Native storytelling brought a personal touch, while synchronized dances captivated the audience. The 

school's lively decorations heightened the festive spirit, embodying our community's unity, devotion, 

and joy.

Celebrations -Grand Parents Day - EY 

Our cherished grandparents shared traditions and cultures in their mother tongue at school, 

followed by delightful activities. The day was highlighted by heartfelt greeting cards from our 

young learners, creating a joyful and loving celebration of the bond between generations.
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Celebrations -Grand Parents Day – PYP 

Near or far, grandparents hold a cherished place in our hearts. Canarians sent heartfelt letters, 

expressing deep affection. Through Gmeet, they shared warm wishes and showcased crafted 

frames. Grandparents were overjoyed to see their grandchildren in school. This left a lasting mark 

on every grandparent's heart.
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Grandparents Day - Middle & Senior School

Grandparents and children share a special connection that is treasured by both. Grandparents Day 

was celebrated virtually by Middle & Senior School students, giving them an opportunity to cherish 

that connection and spend quality family time with their cherished grandparents. All the 

grandparents, along with their grandchildren, were invited through an e-invite. Students shared their 

feelings, specially composed poems and songs, PowerPoint presentations, anecdotes, and 

expressions of gratitude. The virtual celebration concluded with a promise by the grandchildren to 

honor, respect, and show love and care for their grandparents.
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Hindi Diwas 

Hindi Diwas was a great opportunity to celebrate and showcase the language that is considered the 

Mother Language of the country. On this occasion, Middle & Senior School Canarians led an 

assembly where they explained the importance of Hindi Diwas. Everything, from the prayer to songs 

to pledges, was conducted in pure Hindi language. Great Hindi poets and novelists like Meera and 

Premchand were introduced, with students portraying these characters. Understanding the 

sweetness of the language, the students of class 8th performed a beautiful song. Grade 9 students 

presented a street play explaining the importance of the Hindi language, while the students of class 

II performed a beautiful dance.
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International Day of Peace (UN) 

Grade 4 Canarians led a powerful assembly on redefining 

peace beyond conflict avoidance. Their mission was not only 

to foster awareness but also to redefine peace as more than 

just the absence of conflict. They highlighted finding inner 

tranquility amidst chaos, emphasizing its relevance in 

school, home, and the world. The assembly emphasized the 

universal importance of peace in world faiths, urging 

personal responsibility for its promotion. The impact on 

students and the school community exceeded expectations.

The Senior School Canarians visited Kandlakoya Oxygen Park located in Secunderabad as a part of 
their learning process. The mission was to empower students and foster their curiosity by 
promoting optimum learning. It ranged from them feeling and understanding the processes of 
nature to feeding different kinds of birds. Our talented teachers worked diligently to incorporate 
learning methods using extracurricular techniques. The students were also introduced to 
tortoises and had lunch amidst the blooming nature.

Celebrations – World Ozone Day – Middle and Senior School
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International Sign language Day
In a vibrant and heartwarming assembly, our talented Grade 2 students took the stage to celebrate 
International Sign Language Day, which falls on the 23rd of September, reminding us all of the power 
of inclusive communication. Through captivating performances, they highlighted the beauty of sign 
language, teaching us valuable lessons about empathy, acceptance, and understanding. The assembly 
served as a powerful reminder of our commitment to embracing diversity and fostering an inclusive 
environment within our school community.

World Smile Day is celebrated on the first Friday of the month of October. It is a way to encourage 
people to perform acts of kindness and spread happiness by simply smiling. Canary The School 
celebrated this day with Canarians watching stories that reminded them that every SMILE can make 
a difference. Canarians were captured today in their best smiles, and the Canary Team advocated for 
the universal law, 'SMILE FOR A SMILE.' 🥰"

World Smile Day:
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EY Blend Of Colours :

Colours can sway thinking, change actions, and elicit reactions. As a powerful form of 

communication, color is irreplaceable. Early years, from Grade Nursery to PP2, celebrated the blend 

of the color RED on August 6th, 2023. The little ones experimented with blending different colors, 

explored various shades of red, and created wonderful crafts, which are now displayed in the 

Treehouse.

"Whoever you are and however you may look, every individual matters." PP1 Canarians have taken 

action in promoting self-love and self-acceptance through a song and slogan as part of their inquiry 

about physical characteristics 

 - “Better compliment actions not appearance”
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Grade 3 Special Assembly on Girl Child Day :

"Saving a girl saves generations" - Gordon B. Hinckley.

Grade 3 students at Canary School celebrated Girl Child Day, emphasizing the equal value of every 

child. They integrated this message into their child rights unit, recognizing that every girl shares 

the same fundamental rights. This perspective empowers girls and paves the way for a fairer 

future.

We were privileged to have Ms. Navika Harshe as our guest speaker, whose impactful address 

underscored the importance of every girl child.
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"I hear, and I forget. I see, and I remember. I do, and I understand." - Benjamin Franklin

The Farmer's Market organized by the Early Years PP2 was a captivating learning experience where 

the students connected their learning to real-life situations. The young participants not only looked 

adorable in their attire, but it was a captivating sight to witness their active engagement and sense 

of ownership. This learning opportunity served as evidence that play is not merely for enjoyment; it 

also fosters the development of their communication, persuasive, numerical, logical, and social 

skills.

Students took pride in selling vegetables that they had grown in the Kitchen Garden during their 

Hobby Club Activity. Parents were involved as they also sent different vegetables and fruits to 

encourage the little vegetable vendors. The little tiny tots raised funds, and this amount will be 

donated to the needy. Joyful learning is what matters most.

Farmer’s Market (PP2) :
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Celebrating Mental Health Day ! 🌟🧠🎉💖
Canary The School celebrated 'World Mental Health Day' to raise awareness about the importance of 

'Mental health' in our lives. The morning assembly conducted by the tiny tots shared about different 

emotions and the importance of mental well-being in their own innocent and beautiful ways. 😊💬 

The POSCO workshop session conducted emphasized the importance of emotional intelligence. 

🌍✨ Our celebration aligns perfectly with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal of 

Good Health and Well-Being (UNSDG Goal 3). It reminds us that mental health is just as important as 

physical health, and nurturing the emotional well-being of our children is crucial for a brighter 

future. 🌈🙌 Let's remember these precious lessons and continue to create a safe and supportive 

environment for our learners. 🏫👶
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Parent Reflection @ CANARY:
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G20 Adolescent Life Skills Summit

CBSE, in collaboration with Hyderabad Sahodaya 

Schools Complex, organized the G20 Adolescent 

Life Skills Summit on August 10th and 11th at 

Silver Oaks International School. Our school's 

Counselor and Special Educator, Ms. Mamta, 

along with three Grade 9 students, Laasya, 

Shenelle, and Kushal, attended the event. The 

program's goal is to promote positive behavior, 

develop recommended behaviors, and change 

risky behaviors in adolescents.

Our students had the chance to interact with peers from other schools and learn about 

Personality Development, Anger control techniques, Interpersonal Skills, the POCSO Act, and 

more. These trained 'Peer Educators' are now ready to be role models and implement the 

knowledge gained from the Summit.

 Experiential Learning @ CANARY: 
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Debate:

On August 26, 2023, Grades 6-11 students showcased their exceptional rhetorical skills and 

critical thinking in a debate competition witnessed by parents and staff. The topics 

emphasized dedication, intellectual growth, and healthy competition among Canarians.

Grade 3:

Our class learned about product origins through engaging in map-based activities, enhancing our 

research skills. We explored global and Indian locations, making it an enriching experience.

~Madhav 3B 
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Studying the past enhances our present and shapes our future. Canary The School's Grade 4 

students explored ancient civilizations, connecting history to today. They were reflective, finding 

links between the past and present, and displayed agency by sharing their knowledge creatively 

with 3D models, charts, and posters.

Grade 4:

During our library session, we assessed our current knowledge for the unit, "How We Express 

Ourselves." We began by examining items on the tables, leading us to focus on the role of 

"media" in self-expression for our upcoming learning.

~By Manasvi Grade 4A
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Working with loose parts is providing amazing experiences for the Little Canarians. It's a wonderful 

way to promote creativity, imagination, and hands-on learning among young learners. These are 

open-ended materials that can be manipulated, combined, and used in various ways.

PP2

Design Thinking grade 3 

Design thinking in PYP encouraged our Canarians to think of a problem, empathize with the users, 

ideate, and design a solution to the problem. This helps in developing inquiring, knowledgeable, 

and caring young people who create new ideas to solve real-life problems.
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Passion Project Grade 5: 

In the PYP program, the "Passion Project" empowers students to pursue their interests and 

questions, showcasing important PYP curriculum elements. It fosters responsibility for learning 

through learner-centered, meaningful engagement. This approach encourages students to lead 

their learning journey with enthusiasm. Grade 5 Canarians fervently presented and shared their 

self-driven inquiries into their passions.

 My Passion project went very well. It led me to discover fascinating new insights about space, 

and the most enjoyable aspect was undoubtedly the process of crafting the model.

~Grade 5 A Sleshan 
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Grade 10 :

Canary The School believes that experience-based learning is more effective for imparting 

knowledge and more useful to students in the real world. We aim to put the curriculum into 

practice if it means providing more opportunities to our students. Students have the chance to 

explore the learning process by experimenting and practicing critical thinking skills. This makes it 

easier for children to transfer what they’ve learned to different contexts.

FIRE EVACUATION DRILL : 

Students and teachers of Canary School received hands-on training from the officials of the fire 
brigade who demonstrated various ways of protecting and preventing a fire from spreading. The 
objective was to familiarize and train students in case of a fire. To ensure that evacuation is 
achieved systematically and rapidly, a fire drill was conducted floor-wise. Exit routes for each 
class were made known to all members of the school. Each class was assigned a place to 
assemble in front of the Kaizen Block. Students were trained to briskly move out in a single file 
as soon as the fire alarm rang, accompanied by the teacher present in the class. Once outside, 
teachers took attendance. They also learned how the red box - the fire extinguisher - is very 
useful in fighting fires.
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 Achievements  @ CANARY: 

Merutsav : 

The Canarians actively participated in the inter school competitions organized by Meru 

International School and won accolades for the school. Vaishnavi Mandadi of Grade 7 won the 

Second Prize in Beauty of Black. Likhit Sai of Grade 7 won the Second Prize in Prakriti Rangmanch. 

Jay and Sanghvi of Grade 6 were the Runners-up in Badminton doubles.
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Skating Competition  :
Canarians triumphed at the DRS Inter-School Sports Meet 
Season 2 on September 22nd and 23rd, 2023. Our roller 
skating team excelled in various age groups. The event 
featured impressive talent from 20 schools, creating a 
vibrant spectacle on the rink.

Rithik Reddy (1D) and Pooja K. (5A) clinched two gold 
medals with exceptional performances. Darshith Marathi 
(1A) and Sai Kritharth (6B) secured silver, while Lakshitha 
(4C), Saharsh Reddy (6B), Kuvira Kolli (5C), and Advaith G. 
(2D) earned bronze.

UN Goals: 

"My Goals Under-18 Elections," a progressive concept, 

approached the next level of challenges. The 8 Election 

Commission officers, along with the newly elected 3 

MLAs from Canary The School, visited the JNTUH 

Auditorium and The Legislative Assembly of Telangana 

on 24th July to launch community clans in politics, 

entrepreneurship, movie making, and 21 other domains 

in the presence of dignitaries.

Merutsav : Students across all grades enthusiastically 

participated in the inter school fest 

MerUtsav, which included events ranging 

from sports, cultural, literary activities, and 

science and math competitions. The 

students won accolades for the school in 

various categories and gave tough 

competition to others in all segments. 

Congratulations to the winners!
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Guest  Lectures @ CANARY

For the theme "How we express ourselves," Grade 5 students were enlightened by Mr. Sam (an 

animator by profession) on how technology has simplified the world of animation. He spoke 

about how animated movies are made and the difference between past and present 

animation..

Grade 5 : 
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For the theme "How we express ourselves," Grade 5 students were enlightened by Ms. Sonali and 

Ms. Spandana on digital citizenship. They spoke about how to be respectful online, be safe online, 

use technology responsibly, and be a positive influence online.

Career Counselling
Canary The School arranged a Career Counselling Workshop by TURITO to provide students with 
comprehensive information about various careers, including educational requirements, job 
prospects, and industry trends in countries like the US, UK, and Canada. This helped the Canarians to 
contemplate their journey towards a bright and fulfilling career.

Psychology Workshop

Psychologists emphasize that Emotional Intelligence (EQ) holds greater significance for success 

than Intelligence Quotient (IQ). Recognizing that the importance of EQ is crucial for students to 

achieve success, a workshop was organized by the Psychology faculty at Canary The School for 

students in grades 9-11. Mr. Thomas, a skilled trainer and psychologist, shared valuable insights 

during the session.
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Sustainability 

Canary School hosted sustainability workshops to educate students on topics like waste reduction and 
conservation. These workshops empowered students to understand environmental impacts and make 
eco-friendly choices for a sustainable future.
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Guest lecture by Dr. Gopal Reddy on Healthy lifestyle and Personal Hygiene - PP2

PP2 Canarians had an insightful lecture on a healthy lifestyle and personal hygiene by Dr. Gopal 

Reddy on September 21st. Dr. Reddy emphasized balanced nutrition, physical activity, 

handwashing, and dental care. The interaction with Dr. Reddy sparked curiosity and inspired 

questions among our young learners.
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Guest lecture by Ms. Kalpana : 

With a sudden rise in the number of cases in the city, Ms. Kalpana talked to students about 

conjunctivitis, also known as Pink Eye, which may put students at risk and how to safeguard 

against it. She spoke about the causes, symptoms, and treatment, as well as how to keep oneself 

safe and protect themselves from the eye infection.
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Field Trips @CANARY

Grade 6:

The grade 6 students had an enriching visit to the 

Nehru Centenary Tribal Museum. A knowledgeable 

guide led them through diverse exhibits, showcasing 

the history, culture, and importance of Indian tribal 

communities. The students closely examined 

artifacts like clothing, tools, weapons, jewelry, and 

household items. Interactive displays allowed them 

to virtually explore tribal life, learn skills, and try 

traditional art forms.

Grade 3:

To gain a deeper understanding of the central 

idea that "Products undergo a variety of 

processes before they can be used" for the theme 

"How We Organize Ourselves," Canarians visited 

rice mills to understand how rice reaches their 

tables from its origin. They compared an old mill 

to a modern one, exploring the reasons behind 

this shift, helping them reflect on their third line 

of inquiry - Reasons for changes in products.
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Grade 1:

Grade 1 students visited the Birla Planetarium to explore the theme "How the world 

works." They were thrilled to witness 3D views of celestial objects, experience lunar and 

planetary weights, and explore other exhibits. The planetarium show was captivating, 

offering both visual and factual insights into astronomy. This outing showcased the 

inquirer in them and their information literacy skills, encouraging them to take meaningful 

actions.
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Grade 5 - Field Trip to Water Harvesting Park by D.V. Suhrita 

We, the Grade 5 Canarians, had an extraordinary field trip to a water harvesting park, where we 

learned about the intricacies of water conservation. Through hands-on experience, we discovered 

innovative methods to harness rainwater using sloped roofs, filter cloth, metal drums, and surface 

tanks. Following this enlightening experience, we gathered to watch an informative video that shed 

light on the journey of water to our homes, its vital importance, and the imperative of conservation 

efforts.
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Field Trip to Zoo : 

On September 14th, PP1 Canarians explored the National Zoological Park, deepening their 

understanding of animals and their environments. This excursion fostered a strong connection to 

wildlife, nurturing empathy and compassion in the young learners. They actively sought ways to 

support animal well-being and habitat preservation, demonstrating a genuine sense of care and 

responsibility.

Field trip to Botanical park

On September 22nd, Nursery Canarians explored the Botanical Garden, awakening their senses. They 

marveled at nature's colors and shapes, listened to its sounds, and touched diverse textures. Fragrant 

flowers filled the air. Back in class, they discussed their favorite moments and how their senses were 

awakened.
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Field trip to Vijetha super market 

On September 21st, PP2 Canarians visited Vijetha supermarket for an inquiry. They explored in small 

groups, observing, questioning, and interacting with staff to understand product origins and 

consumer choices. In class, they had meaningful discussions, linking their food preferences, family 

influences, and the diverse range of products at the supermarket.

Field Trip to BHEL community 

Grade 1 Canarians explored BHEL's public spaces, learning how they help connect and build a 

community. They used the "Observe, Think, Question" strategy, enhancing their inquiry skills and 

self-management. They now value public spaces for fostering connections and community.
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Field Trip to Golconda Fort (Middle & Senior School)

The field trip to Golconda Fort was truly an enriching and learning experience. The architectural 

marvels of this fort, such as the well-planned water system, ventilation systems, and 

underground passages, captivated the attention of our young learners. It also helped students 

bond efficiently as they discussed and shared their reflections with each other.
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Senior School Industrial Field Trip - Zinda Tilsmath and Masqati Dairy Products

Our Grade 11 students recently embarked on an educational journey that delved into the world of 

industry, its nature of business, and industrial processes. Their destination: Zinda Tilsmath and 

Masqati Dairy Products. Zinda Tilsmath, a bastion of natural healing with deep-rooted traditions, 

warmly embraced our students. The next stop was Masqati Dairy Products, a family-owned 

enterprise committed to producing pure milk products. Here, students gained invaluable insights 

into the intricacies of modern dairy production, from the milking process to cutting-edge packaging 

techniques. This field trip wasn't just about exploration; it was an opportunity to comprehend the 

essence of various industries, appreciate their processes, and witness firsthand the innovations 

shaping our world.
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Taking action is an integral part of student learning, where students make connections with 

real-life situations and apply their understanding by taking action. Our Grade 2 Canarians have 

taken action in connection to their learning, focusing on the theme, "People's relationships with 

each other have an impact on well-being." The Canarians visited an Old Age Home to celebrate 

"Grandparents Day." During their visit, our students met with elderly individuals, spent quality 

time with them, and shared their love and care. The elderly residents felt appreciated and cared 

for thanks to the Canarians' gestures.

Grade 2  Field Trip - Old Age Home
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Professional Development Programme @ Canary

WORKSHOP ON VALUES EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS

Acknowledging the importance of values education, a workshop on the Capacity Building 

Programme on Value Education was conducted by C.B.S.E in the school. Dr. Sasikala, Principal 

of Howard Public School, and Ms. Anuradha, Teacher Educator, served as the resource persons.

The main focus of the workshop was to train teachers to impart value education in the 

classroom teaching. The session underlined the importance of values and their necessary 

application for a meaningful and successful life. Teachers acquired the requisite expertise for 

utilizing it in their classrooms through activities of connecting with values and devising 

strategies to take forward the notion of values from individual to interpersonal and then 

infiltrating in the community, thereby nurturing students to become responsible global citizens.
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Guest Lectures of this Term
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PP2
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Grade 1

Mr. Tamal Chatterjee 

"Role and responsibilities of family 

members" 

Ms. Maria Vincent 

 "Earth's natural cycles and patterns" 

Ms. Anjali 

 " People's responses in relation to Earth's cycle" 
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Grade 3

Ms. Priya James 

humans affect the balance within the 

ecosystem

Ms. Rajini Kumari 

"Processes products go through"
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Grade 4

Ms.Kalpana
“ Looking after our body system “

 Mr.Suresh

 Artifacts on Ancient civilization 

Mr.Sushil Rao,

 Media Role and ethics 
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Grade 5

Mr.Naveen Emmadi

Government Systems

Mr.Sam

Multimedia

Ms.Spandana Immadi 

Cyber Safety 

Ms.Sonali

Cyber Safety 
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We are happy to announce that Canary The School has ranked 8th in India and 2nd in the 

Telangana state under the SDG committed schools by the Education School Rankings 

Awards 2023-24.

Congratulations to the entire Canary Family. We heartily thank our Canarians and our 

parents for always being the reason to create a mark in the state and the country.

Canary Award
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IDA meet @ Bangalore 

Making PYP Happen ,Professional Development session for teachers .
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Happenings Month Ahead

Important Dates :

● Term 1 Break 13th -25th October 

● School Reopens on 26th October .

● 28th OCT - PTM (EY,PYP, Middle and Senior School)

● 31st OCT -Halloween (EY & PYP)

● 31st OCT -Ekta Diwas (PYP ,Middle and Senior School)


